We report the discovery of 13 251 visual double stars, mostly with separations between 0.3 and 1 arcsec, from a dedicated re-reduction of the Tycho data from the star mapper of the ESA Hipparcos satellite. The new doubles are combined with 18 160 WDS systems identified in the Tycho-2 Catalogue, and 1220 new Tycho-2 doubles, to form the Tycho Double Star Catalogue, TDSC, a catalogue of absolute astrometry and BT, VT photometry for 66 219 components of 32 631 double and multiple star systems. We also include results for 32 263 single components for systems unresolved in TDSC, and a supplement gives Hipparcos and Tycho-1 data for 4777 additional components. The TDSC thus contains a total of 103 259 entries. Cross identifications are given to WDS, HD, Hipparcos and Tycho-2.
Introduction
For centuries, visual double stars have been studied with the goal of determining stellar masses and the statistics for binary and multiple star systems. Traditionally, such systems have been studied visually using a micrometer on a long-focus instrument. In this way separations and position angles can be measured with high precision. In more recent work (e.g., Mason et al. 2000a ) speckle interferometry has successfully replaced the eyepiece micrometer.
The Washington Double Star Catalog, WDS, (Mason et al. 2001b ) is the official IAU double star data base. At the time when we initiated the present project (July 2000) , it contained 83 287 pairs of stars. Due to the nature of the catalogue, it gives only approximate coordinates; the RA, e.g., is given with a resolution of 0.1 min. This can lead to difficulties in identifying the systems or individual components unambiguously in other catalogues and on the sky. It is therefore desirable to provide accurate absolute coordinates for each component of a system. Accurate positions are also important for Send offprint requests to: C. Fabricius, e-mail: cf@astro.ku.dk Based on observations made with the ESA Hipparcos astrometry satellite.
The catalogue is only available in electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/384/180 determining the mass ratio in orbiting pairs and for understanding the nature of a system, because proper motions can often tell a physical component from an optical.
The smaller Catalogue des Composantes d'étoiles Doubles et Multiples, CCDM (Dommanget & Nys 1994) gives more accurate coordinates, but contains only 34 031 systems, and we have therefore not used it in the present work. A new version of the CCDM is being prepared (Dommanget 2000 ), but will not include Tycho results.
The Hipparcos Catalogue (ESA 1997) includes an annex of components of double and multiple systems with very accurate astrometry for 12 195 systems of which about 3000 were new systems.
The Tycho-2 Catalogue (Høg et al. 2000b ), contains no double star annex, but in an analysis of the Tycho-2 double star solutions, Mason et al. (2000b) found 1234 new systems, which were included in the WDS (Mason et al. 2001b ), but 14 of these are left out of the Tycho Double Star Catalogue, TDSC, because they were found very uncertain. Also many known systems were extracted from the Tycho-2 Catalogue for insertion into the WDS. As described in Mason et al. (2000b) these came from two sources:
-7485 Tycho-2 double star measures result from a special processing called "double star treatment" (Col. 201 of the Tycho-2 Catalogue);
-5283 double stars come from more widely separated systems given a "normal treatment".
The identification of doubles in Tycho-2 was based on a rather narrow, but safe, search window and several thousand Tycho-2 doubles were left behind. When the Tycho-2 Catalogue was prepared, the rather slow duplicity analysis was only carried out for a small subset of the stars, suspected to be non-single. We have now looked at all Tycho-2 stars and resolved 17 000 more systems, including about 13 000 discoveries. The large number of new systems has been reached not only by analysing more stars, but also through allowing solutions with smaller separations than the limit of 0.8 arcsec used in Tycho-2. It should be noted that for the smallest separations, the risk of spurious detections or large errors in ρ, θ is increased.
Having noticed that the identification of double stars is often difficult, and that the WDS at the time did not include all Tycho results, we decided to make the Tycho-2 doubles more easily accessible. We have therefore used this opportunity to include in the present TDSC, not only the newly discovered systems, but also the doubles already in the Tycho-2 Catalogue. All double star information from the TDSC will be included in the WDS.
For most double stars it takes quite a few measures spanning several years to classify them as having motion which is either Keplerian or rectilinear; typically ten is the minimum. Of the systems observed by Tycho, 13 800 of them have between two and nine measures, other than the Tycho measure. For these, the Tycho measure will aid in eventual motion characterization. Tycho also made measures of 6441 systems having between 10 and 50 historical observations. It is usually these which would be considered as the "ripest" for orbit analysis. Of the (now) 84 486 WDS systems, only 1430 (less than 2%) have orbit determinations. Work on this continues. A small number (1509) of the Tycho double star measures are of systems which are well characterized (i.e., number of measures greater than 50). Many of these are quite useful in giving an independent assessment of Tycho double star measures.
The Tycho catalogues
The observations from the Tycho experiment onboard the Hipparcos satellite were exploited to produce the Tycho-1 Catalogue (ESA 1997) of one million stars with positions and B T , V T magnitudes. Many doubles with separations above 2 arcsec were resolved.
The Tycho-2 Catalogue (Høg et al. 2000b) , which has superceded Tycho-1, is the result of a second data reduction, using more advanced and demanding techniques. The Tycho-2 Catalogue contains positions, proper motions and B T , V T magnitudes for 2.5 million stars. The proper motions were derived from the Tycho-2 positions, the 100-year-old positions in the Astrographic Catalogue and 143 other astrometric catalogues.
A supplement to Tycho-2 contains stars from Tycho-1 and Hipparcos, including double star components, which are not in Tycho-2. Close Hipparcos doubles which are included, but unresolved, in Tycho-2 are, however, not part of the supplement. For completeness and to reduce ambiguities, we have included data from this supplement in the present work when cross referencing to the WDS, and the relevant entries are given in the TDSC Supplement. A second supplement to Tycho-2 contains Tycho-1 stars, also not in Tycho-2, which are suspected to be either ghosts produced by sidelobes or heavily disturbed detections. Here we have ignored this second supplement.
In Tycho-2, double stars with separations down to 0.8 arcsec were resolved in a dedicated double-star reduction process, carried out for only a small subset of the stars. The production of the Tycho-2 Catalogue was based on an input catalogue, allowing a field of radius 2.5 arcsec around each input position to be analysed. For the dedicated double star analysis to work, both components must be within this field. This sets an upper limit to the separation unless the components have separate entries in the input catalogue. Now, a third catalogue, the Tycho Double Star Catalogue, complements Tycho-2 with respect to double stars. It presents accurate positions, proper motions, B T and V T photometry for 66 219 components of 32 631 visual double and multiple star systems, as well as results for 32 263 systems, unresolved by Tycho. In contrast to the system based WDS, where pairs of stars are listed, we give, as far as possible, results for the individual components, with one line per star. For 4777 additional components, mostly faint, which were not detected in Tycho-2, we give a supplement with the Hipparcos or Tycho-1 positions, including the Hipparcos double star components, copied across from the Tycho-2 supplement. The TDSC contains a total of 103 259 entries, including the supplement. The source of astrometry is indicated for all stars by a flag.
Observations spread over 3 years are combined to yield mean astrometry for that period, allowing only for the (linear) proper motion known in the input catalogue. Any additional motion will cause smearing of the image, and doubles with a short orbital period will therefore not be detected.
Due to the nature of the Tycho data, only systems with modest magnitude differences can be detected. As is shown in Fig. 1 , it rarely exceeds 2 mag. Most systems have primaries of about V T = 11.5 mag, and seldom fainter than 12 mag. For separations below 1 arcsec, the conditions are difficult, and the limit is brighter. It may also be noticed that we have the best conditions for separations between 1 and 3 arcsec. This is due to the size of the input fields in the Tycho-2 data base. The Tycho separations go from 0.29 arcsec to 4680 arcsec. The larger separations are based on normal treatment of two separate input fields. The supplement also contains smaller separations, down to 0.13 arcsec, for pairs involving a Tycho star and a (faint) Hipparcos star. 
Stellar contents of the TDSC
In the Tycho Double Star Catalogue, we have included three groups of stars:
-Tycho double star solutions; -Tycho-2 stars identified in WDS; -Tycho-2 pairs separated by less than 10 arcsec.
Tycho double star solutions
New double star solutions were attempted for all Tycho-2 stars, looking for a companion within the field of 2.5 arcsec radius. The method used for Tycho-2, as described in Høg et al. (2000a) , was adopted with a few modifications. First of all, stars which did not look promising after a few iterations were deemed single and no further analyses were attempted. This was necessary to save computing time, but some close doubles may have been lost. Secondly, new criteria were introduced regarding when to terminate the loop of iterations, instead of the fixed number of iterations in Tycho-2. This was partly introduced for efficiency and partly because some systems were converging very slowly. As a consequence there can be minor discrepancies between the new solutions and the original Tycho-2 solutions. Finally, the criteria, regarding which solutions to accept and which to discard, were revised. Smaller separations than the very conservative limit of 0.8 arcsec used in Tycho-2 were accepted, but at the same time a separation dependent limit on the signal-to-noise ratio was introduced. The smallest accepted separation in the Tycho solutions was 0.29 arcsec.
A few stars which were excluded from Tycho-2 have now been successfully resolved, and accepted for the present catalogue. They are the pairs TDSC 28625, 42517 and 51915.
Identification of Tycho-2 stars in WDS
A cross reference list between WDS and Tycho-2 was presented by Mason et al. (2000b) . It was, however, soon realised that a more complete, but perhaps less safe, list should be produced. This new list should not only list the primary components, but also sort out the individual components of multiple systems.
The WDS, being compiled from hundreds of sources, is very inhomogeneous and there are occasional ambiguities regarding what pairs constitute one system, or how to designate some individual components. We adopted, as a main rule, the definition that all pairs having the same position field in WDS constitute one system. For each such system, we looked up all stars in Tycho-2 (including the supplement) within a radius given by the maximum separation in the system plus 1.5 or 3 arcmin, depending on the quality of the WDS astrometry. We then looked for pairs of Tycho-2 stars which had the right separation and position angle (except perhaps for ±180
• ) at the epoch in question. For the majority of systems, this worked fine, but a significant fraction of the cases could not be handled automatically. Often, the designations were inconsistent; or a very bright double was apparently not in Tycho-2 at all; or the same Tycho-2 star appeared in more than one system. All in all, we identified more than 48 000 components in more than 23 000 systems with separations between 0.13 and 4680 arcsec. These numbers include 4000 new Tycho pairs and also 4800 Hipparcos and Tycho-1 components, copied across from the Tycho-2 supplement.
In cross referencing Tycho-2 with WDS, there were almost 29 000 systems where we found only one Tycho-2 star in the vicinity. This Tycho-2 star is then a likely identification for typically either the A component or the photocentre of A and B. We have included these stars in the TDSC.
Tycho-2 doubles missing in WDS
The last group of stars consists of Tycho-2 stars which were not found in the version of WDS we used, and which are not part of a double star solution, but which have a partner in Tycho-2 within 10 arcsec. There were 359 such doubles, some of which have recently been included in WDS from the Washington Fundamental Catalog. The distance of 10 arcsec was chosen because doubles closer than this limit are often not resolved in scans of Schmidt plates.
The TDSC supplement
The TDSC Supplement contains Hipparcos and Tycho-1 data for 4777, mostly faint, resolved or unresolved components of WDS systems, which were not detected in Tycho-2. Normally, these additional components complement single components in the main TDSC. Only 316 systems in the supplement have no components in the main catalogue.
Incorporation into the Washington Double Star Catalog
Following the new Tycho solutions and the new cross identification list, an additional 25 235 measures (i.e. pairs), of which 13 080 are resolved here for the first time, were incorporated into the WDS. The WDS is continuously growing, and at the time of inclusion of the TDSC results, a few of our discoveries were no longer discoveries. All TDSC systems have a running number, 1 . . . 65 210, in the TDSC. The subset of new systems have also a discovery designation assigned, when added to the WDS. The assignment of TDS discovery designations for the new systems begins where Mason et al. (2000b) leaves off, i.e., TDS 1235. The four-digit discovery number has been adequate for all historical binary star work. However, the work here exceeds this. For the WDS we adopt the admittedly somewhat makeshift strategy where all TDS numbers beyond 9999 are assigned to the discovery designation "TDT", beginning with "TDT 0001". Of the 12 155 measures of known systems, 891 are measures where the position angle differed by 30 degrees or more, or the separation differed by 30% when compared with more recent measures. The majority of these systems seem to have small separations. Of those with larger separations many do not have contemporary measures, so the Tycho-2 measure may not reflect an error, simply a difference. The relevant components of these 891 systems are flagged in the catalogue.
Construction of the catalogue
The construction of the TDSC follows the same main principles as for Tycho-2, as described in Høg et al. (2000a) , and uses the same astrometric and photometric calibrations. Here we restrict ourselves to TDSC specific questions. We should, however, mention the problem of sidelobes. Due to the design of the Tycho instrument, with eight long slits (see ESA 1997, for details), sidelobes will cause a disturbance at characteristic distances from each star. This gives a risk of spurious detections of "new" components or double stars, due to the sidelobes. We have checked relevant cases in an attempt to eliminate such mistakes.
Relative positions
In addition to the absolute positions given for each component, we also derive the traditional relative positions in terms of position angle and separation. Starting from the first component, the entire geometry of the system can easily be established from the relative positions only.
In the Hipparcos and Tycho Catalogues, the observed position for a star results from the combination of a large number of one-dimensional observations along different directions. This mean position therefore represents a slightly different epoch in right ascension and declination, and these epochs will differ from one star to the next, though only slightly for neighbouring stars. The separations and 
position angles we present here are computed for an epoch which is the mean of the four relevant epochs. As in the Hipparcos Catalogue, the position angles are given with respect to the ICRS pole. This is unlike traditional double star observations which are made relative to the pole of observation date. Standard errors of position angle and separation have been derived, taking the correlations between RA and Dec into account.
Photometry
The photometry in the catalogue is either copied across from Tycho-2 or new TDSC photometry, processed using the same set of calibrations as for Tycho-2. For the supplementary Hipparcos and Tycho-1 stars, which were copied across to the TDSC Supplement for completeness, the situation is more complex. For about half of them, B T , V T photometry is taken from Tycho-1 or from . For the other half, only the Hipparcos magnitude, Hp, is given. A flag in the catalogue specifies the origin of the photometry.
TDSC identification
The stars in TDSC are identified by a running number which specifies the system, and a one-or two-character component designation.
The number of components in each system is shown in Table 1 . Multiple systems in TDSC may well consist of more than one physical system. We have only looked at the WDS position to define the number of members in a system. E.g., a "triple" system like TDSC 232 (WDS 00059+1805) consists of an A-B pair with high proper motion (200 mas/yr) and a C component at a large separation and with small proper motion. Nothing indicates a physical connection between the C component and the A-B pair.
Component reversal
In the double star processing, the signal from one of the components is subtracted from the total signal at the assumed location of that component and with the assumed amplitudes, and the other component is then sought in the residual signal. The process is then repeated, but now the second component is subtracted and an improved position for the first is determined. As many iterations are made as required to obtain a stable solution. Unfortunately, a stable solution does not always mean a correct solution. Examples are known for close doubles, where we have found the bright component near the photocentre, leaving a rather strong residual signal on the opposite side of the primary. The secondary is then found with an error of 180
• in position angle. Such erroneous solutions with "component reversal" can be quite stable, and fulfill the convergence criterion.
For all relevant solutions, we computed alternative solutions assuming that the first suffered from component reversal. We then restarted the iterations, but starting from the alternative solution. If the second set of iterations converged to a different solution, the signal-to-noise ratios and the separation values were used to judge which was the correct solution. Despite this effort, we cannot exclude that a number of "reversed" solutions have survived.
Notes
Notes are provided for some stars to explain peculiarities, particularly related to the identification. The value of the note flag indicates which kind of problem has been found. We distinguish between unclear or ambiguous WDS designations, WDS components we have apparently resolved, stars added to a WDS system and just general notes. The flag for resolved WDS components should also be seen as a warning that the new component may be spurious.
Evaluation of the catalogue
An interesting property of the catalogue follows from Fig. 2 , which shows the sky distribution of the 20 000 known and 13 000 new systems in ecliptic coordinates. The known systems have a concentration towards the Galactic plane, as could be expected, while the new systems in addition show a concentration towards ecliptic latitude ±47
• , which is only barely visible for the known systems. Due to the nature of the Hipparcos scanning law (ESA 1997, vol. 1, Fig. 3.3.3) , these latitudes received more than twice the average number of observations and can therefore provide a much better signal-to-noise ratio than the more sparsely observed ecliptic region. We may conclude that a uniform survey would have discovered many more new systems.
The distribution of separations for known and new systems in TDSC is shown in Fig. 3 , and the distribution for WDS systems (irrespective of magnitude) is included for comparison. For separations around 0.5 arcsec, the majority of the observed systems are new and outnumber the present WDS. The new systems mostly have separations between 0.4 and 1 arcsec, but there is a substantial number also around 2 arcsec. For separations between 0.4 and 2.3 arcsec we have observed the majority of the WDS systems.
Astrometric comparisons
In Fig. 4 we show a comparison of the relative astrometry between Hipparcos and the new Tycho solutions for 2699 double stars. The scatter increases toward smaller separations especially for the separation (panel a). For measured separations below 0.4-0.5 arcsec, as indicated by the line, this is particularly pronounced. As an assessment of the quality of double star measures from Tycho-2, they have been compared to systems with calibration quality orbits (see the 5th Orbit Catalog, Hartkopf et al. 2001) . While the orbit catalog contains many definitive orbits it also contains a like number of wider, long-period systems whose orbits, while describing the complete motion inexactly, provide perfectly reasonable ephemerides over the observation dates. Two examples of these are given in Figs. 5 and 6. The full list of residuals to calibration systems is presented in Table 2 . The first four columns identify the system by providing the TDSC running number, the epoch 2000 coordinate, discovery designation, and Hipparcos number. All of these systems have a significant observational history, and these tend to be quite bright. Therefore, all of these systems have Hipparcos numbers. One might reasonably wonder how these Tycho-2 observations compare for the fainter systems (i.e., those with no Hipparcos number), however, that sort of comparison is not possible here, since typically only brighter systems have enough observations to be deemed "calibration quality". Columns five through seven give the epoch of observation, the position angle (in degrees), and the separation (in seconds of arc). Columns eight and nine give the O−C orbit residuals (in θ and ρ) to the orbit referenced in column ten. The systematic overestimating of separations in very close systems which has been noted for other techniques (Worley 1981 ) is perhaps also seen here, where the mean for the 18 close systems can be considerable; as shown in Fig. 7 . While these measures with larger errors are still of value in systems with few measures, their value in systems with many measures (especially those with contemporaneous double star observations) is more limited.
Photometric comparisons
For close Hipparcos doubles, B T , V T photometry is given by , (FM for short). They have analysed the Tycho data, taking advantage of the very accurate Hipparcos astrometry to obtain Tycho photometry for 9473 components of 5173 systems. The separations are between 0.3 and 2.5 arcsec. In Fig. 8 we compare this special photometry with the TDSC photometry. The fainter stars are generally brighter in TDSC than in FM by some 0. m 1, and the effect is more pronounced for B components than for A components. A few per cent of the stars, mostly B components, show large differences of 0.
m 25 or more. The faint B components get brighter and the bright B components fainter; for the A component it is the reverse. The colours are better behaved. The faint stars are perhaps 0.
m 05 redder in TDSC than in FM, but the number of outliers is quite modest. Figure 9 shows the distribution of the more than 5000 components in the comparison, with respect to magnitude and separation. The upper panel shows the distribution of stars with modest errors and the bottom panel shows the ones with larger errors. Large deviations occur almost entirely for small separations, and what is to be considered "small" depends on the magnitude.
Hipparcos single stars resolved in TDSC
Somewhat unexpectedly, six of the TDSC doubles turned out to be unresolved in the Hipparcos Catalogue. The immediate worry, that they must be false detection and indicate a low reliability for TDSC, is fortunately unwarranted. Three of the stars, HIP 14388, 47053A and 93519 are already known as doubles in the WDS. For the other three, HIP 25085, 86869 and 98334, we tried to make new Hipparcos solutions from the published transit data using the same method as in . All three solutions confirm the TDSC relative positions, but they are at the same time suffering from various problems. For HIP 25085 we get a well behaved Hipparcos solution with a separation of 0.66 arcsec, but the magnitude difference is almost 4 mag, as compared to 0.2 mag in TDSC. One may speculate that the Hipparcos solution is weakened by a separation close to half the grid period. For HIP 86869, the new solution gives about the same magnitudes as in TDSC, but a proper motion of almost 300 mas/year for the fainter component, which must then be a foreground star. Finally, HIP 98334 is in fact a single star, but has been playing us an odd trick, possibly because it is a Mira variable. The corresponding TDSC entries have been removed. 
Description of the catalogue
Section 3 describes the stellar contents of the catalogue. It consists of a main catalogue with 98 482 entries and a supplement with 4777 entries, as detailed in Table 1 , and is available from the astronomical data centres, ) for the closer systems listed in Table 2 . At a little less than 1 arcsec the error drops to ∼10%. accompanied by a detailed format description. Here we give only a summary of the contents.
-Running number, 1 . . . 65 210, for the system. Please note that some systems are split between main catalogue and supplement, and some are in fact only in the supplement; -a unique component designation. As far as possible consistent with WDS designations; -number of components, 0 . . . 11, in the main catalogue and in the supplement for the system; -RA and Dec (ICRS) at the epoch of observation (∼1991.5). A flag indicates whether the position is from the new reduction (50%) or is copied from Tycho-2 (50%). For the supplement, the position is either copied from Tycho-1 (21%) or copied from Hipparcos (79%); -proper motions. A flag indicates if it is copied from Tycho-2 and valid for the photocentre (47%) or valid for the individual component (49%). For 4% no proper motion is available and for 0.03% it is copied from Hipparcos; -B T and V T photometry is provided for all stars in the main catalogue and for many stars in the supplement. For the remaining stars the Hipparcos magnitude (Hp) is given. A flag details the several possible sources of the photometry; -Tycho-2 identification with new TYC3 numbers for the fainter component of newly resolved stars. Only three double stars are not in Tycho-2 at all, as explained in Sect. 3.1; -cross identifications to WDS, Hipparcos (including component letters) and HD. The latter is taken from Fabricius et al. (2002) ; -position angle and separation are provided relative to a previously listed component of the same system. They are computed for the mean observational epoch of the two stars. Position angles are given with respect to the ICRS pole; -a note is given for some stars to explain peculiarities, mostly due to complications with the WDS identification.
